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Ancient mythology and spiritual mysteries reveal all knowledge of the physical
world; this wisdom is obtained by the ascent of humankind’s consciousness to the
sphere of the stars. This paper revels 100% proof of advanced ancient quantum
knowledge which are incorporated in psycho-spiritual concepts abstractly that applies
to all human beings. For the first time since Hermes the author reveals the true
meaning of the evolution of the mind.
Modern humankind knows quantum physics as a pure physical phenomenon,
they fail to realize the mind as consciousness is directly linked to matter while having
a non material pure energy counterpart. This quote from a 1575[1] manuscript titled
“Arbatel De magia veterum (Arbatel: Of the Magic of the Ancients)” makes it clear
that magi, occultists, and mystics had knowledge of what we now call the quantum
world and only now can humankind realize this due to our modern understanding of
quantum physics. The following quote is not limited to the time of the manuscript as
it represents the sum of the mystical esoteric number seven in all spirituality.
“In all the elements there are the seven Governors with their hosts, who do
move with the equal motion of the firmament; and the inferiors do always depend
upon the superiors, as it is taught in Philosophy.[1]”
The elements as we all know refer to the four phases all matter forms: solid,
liquid, gas, and plasma that are called in ancient and medieval times, earth, water, air,
and fire. The author of the aforementioned manuscript revealed his quantum physical
knowledge when referencing to the “seven Governors” of the elements which we now
call the seven electron energy levels. The reader must understand this concept: the
elements form bodies by the motion of energy which acts through seven workers of
matter to form a human being. The seven energy levels of all matter do not act
independently but as a single unit when forming a living system such as a human, they
form the foundation of physical makeup, thus DNA itself has seven codons and the
human head has seven sense apparatuses. Esoteric Hinduism calls these the seven
chakras, these workers of matter are moved by thermoacoustic quanta coupled to
electromagnetic oscillations (which is the soul) and the entire reason for the existence
of the human being is to ascend past, beyond, or illuminate these seven workers of

matter that scientifically resides below the spheres of stars and planets according to
natural human perception.
When a body is formed it uses air, earth, water, and heat to make a living
creature we call a human being. This energy moves matter by directing and
controlling the motion of the seven electrons energy levels to where they create a
single unified system that is in consonant communication forming the basis for
physical experience. Human beings are literally formed out of lower or inferior
elements where the mind can overcome these physical motions and ascend to the
realm of stars that occupy eight psycho-spiritual planes and create an immortal
figment of consciousness. None of this is the opinion of the author, what this paper
reveals is not only ancient quantum knowledge but the true path of coconsciousness in
modern terms that is exactly how energy progresses in observational reality. Bodies
are formed out of matter and the point of the mind is to literally control, and overcome
the physical aspect of reality. When this is completed the soul moves past nature, and
elements, and physical desires and resides in the realm of the stars which are above all
matter in pure observational reality. The stars are not the stars we see, but their
mental-physio counterparts that exits as subtle forces of energy that cannot be directly
perceived by the seven governors of the elements. The stars only represent their
mirror image in the invisible world that can only be perceived in the imagination.
Spiritual sight is similar to virtual reality occurring in the imagination where all things
can be seen as the eyes, ears, and other senses are limited to direct stimulation in order
to perceive anything.
Hermes reveled in ancient times this exact same truth through divine revelation
and this again proves beyond a reasonable doubt that ancient man knew of quantum
knowledge and their sole goal was to overcome the prison of physicality, and there is
a Universal Consciousness and intelligence as it is what reveled to Hermes this truth.
Human beings are created out of matter on earth which resides directly below stars
and planets, the point of the mind is to overcome the matter which forms the basis for
this life on earth and develop a cosmic body that is not of earth but of space and these
are the eight planets literally above the earth. The soul is the animating energy that
creates a human being out of matter, the soul is not limited to matter but can change
matter to be equal to the stars by illuminating them which induces a genetic
transformation by allotropic modification when the seven motions of the elements are
illuminated by the photons of the mind. The body is based on heat and all heat rises,
thus when the soul is free from physical torment it does move up and out of the earth
itself and merges with the eight spheres of the planets which then become part of the
body, indeed forming a new body.

Humankinds evolution is at a point where the mind must be used and the soul
must be freed before any progress can be made, perception must be turned inward and
not outward and this overcomes all laws of nature on earth, this is true evolution that a
Darwinists can never imagine being such a grand scheme for a human being, the
future of the body is a half light half matter body that defies all modern
comprehension. The sad fact of modern times is humans are so set in ignorance that
they cannot see any light unless divine revelation occurs, such as the case with the
author whom was once an ignorant non believer in anything outside physical laws.
Once the mind transcends the limitation of the material plane of the four
elements and seven workers of matter then that mind is born of Reason and Wisdom
which is true illumination and the Powers of the elements are under consciousness
control and the seeker becomes an adept with newfound powers of nature that occur
through quantum entanglement. When the soul is free it can create anything
according to laws of nature.
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